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Abstract: 

This paper presents an overview of the theoretical background behind obtaining modal 

parameters of structures using different techniques. Damping estimation using half-power 

bandwidth and logarithmic decrement methods is briefly described, while modal estimation 

using Frequency Domain Decomposition (FDD) and Enhanced Frequency Domain 

Decomposition (EFDD) methods is presented in details. Due to feature limitations of 

commercial programs, a custom software has been developed in IZIIS. The main aim of the 

software is signal processing and operational modal analysis where FDD and EFDD methods 

are implemented. The benefits from application of the software is the possibility to improve the 

methodology and to implement some additional parameters for obtaining a more reliable result. 

The software is described and it is applied in estimating the dynamic properties of a nine-story 

reinforced concrete building. 

Forced and ambient vibration tests have been carried out on a 9 story RC frame structure. The 

results from ambient vibration tests were used to identify the first two natural frequencies and 

mode shapes of the structure using FDD method and compared to results from the forced 

vibration tests. A good correlation in natural frequency, mode shapes and damping has been 

obtained. The results showed that the implemented methodology in custom computer algorithm 

calculated the modal parameters of the structures with a high accuracy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Experimental identification of modal parameters (experimental modal analysis - EMA) is a 

research topic with fruitful six-decade history. Its application started in Mechanical Engineering 

where characterization of the dynamic behavior of scaled laboratory models of structures, tested 

in controlled environment in laboratory conditions, needed to be done. Nowadays, this 

methodology is known as forced vibration tests (FVT) where simultaneous measurements of one 

or more dynamic excitation and the corresponding structural response is measured.  EMA 

techniques are nowadays well known and are used for identification of modal parameters of 

structures like bridges, dams and buildings. However, application of EMA techniques in the field 

of civil engineering is far more complex due to the large size of the structures and difficulties in 

applying dynamic excitation in these conditions. Therefore, in civil engineering structures, 

ambient vibration tests (AVT) are more practical, economical and possible. By this modal 

identification technique, the artificial excitation produced by heavy and expensive equipment is 

replaced by ambient vibration forces like wind or traffic induced forces. In this way, the modal 

parameters can be identified without disturbing the tested structure’s daily exploitation and 

furthermore the tested structures are identified using real operation conditions so the obtained 

results are associated with realistic levels of vibrations. On the other hand, the level of excitation 

is low so very sensitive sensors with very low noise levels have to be used and even then lower 

signal to noise ratios compared to the ones observed in FVT tests can be expected. Other 

disadvantages of AVT tests are the shorter coverage of frequency content and lower possibility 

to excite stiffer structures. The defined mode shapes are not scaled in absolute sense due to the 

impossibility to measure the modal masses. Because AVT tests provide modal parameters 

(natural frequencies, mode shapes and damping) only from measurement of structural responses 

(outputs), the identification is called operation modal analysis (OMA) or output - only modal 

analysis (due to inability to measure the input).  

The presented paper aims to provide overview of the theoretical background behind 

definition of important modal properties of any structure (mode shapes and modal damping) 

using different techniques. Damping estimation using the well know half-power bandwidth and 

logarithmic decrement methods is briefly described. Also, modal estimation using Frequency 

Domain Decomposition (FDD) and Enhanced Frequency Domain Decomposition (EFDD) 

methods is described in details. Due to feature limitations of commercial programs, a custom 

software has been developed in IZIIS. The main aim of the software is signal processing and 

operational modal analysis where FDD and EFDD methods are implemented. The algorithm is 

written in C++ language with full support for parallel processing. The visualization of the input 

and output data is created in windows presentation foundation WPF environment. The main 

advantage of this custom-made software is its ability for definition of user-defined values for 

different parameters in order to obtain more reliable results. The software is briefly described 

and its application in estimation of the dynamic properties of a nine-story reinforced concrete 

building. Comparison of the results for the modal damping obtained experimentally by force 

vibration method and analytically by the EFDD method is given at the last part of the paper. The 

obtained results showed that the implemented methodology in custom computer algorithm 

calculates the modal parameter of the structures with a high accuracy. 

2. DESCRTIPTION OF MODAL DAMPING ESTIMATION METHODS 

The methods for modal parameters identification (in this case modal damping, but it is the 

same for all modal parameters) of dynamic systems based on their response to ambient 

excitation, are defined as frequency domain or time domain methods. The frequency domain 

methods start from the output spectrum of half- spectrum matrices estimated from the measured 

outputs. These methods can be non-parametric or parametric. The non-parametric frequency 

domain methods are simpler and most widely used. Among these, the Peak-Picking method is 
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the most well-known and most applied nowadays in dynamic testing of civil engineering 

structures as it is considered most adequate to make a first check of the quality of collected data 

and get a first insight into the system’s dynamic properties. The FDD is more sophisticated non-

parametric method that overcomes some limitations of the Peak-Picking method. This method is 

elaborated in details in the following sections. 

2.1. Half-power bandwidth method 

Upon obtaining the frequency response curves of the analyzed system, modal damping can 

be measured using half-power bandwidth method. This method consists of defining the resonant 

frequency and two nearby frequencies w1 and w2 located in the frequency spectrum (Figure 1) by 

application of equation 1: 

 

Figure 1. Half- power bandwidth method 
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After defining the required frequency values (wn, w1 and w2) in the frequency spectra the 

damping value can be calculated applying equation 2. 
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2.2. Logarithmic decrement method 

The logarithmic decrement method for modal damping estimation is applicable in free 

vibration state which can be simulated by forced vibration tests (FVT). In order to obtain the 

damping coefficient, the response of the structure to a harmonic force provided by the shakers 

should be measured. After stopping the excitation force in the resonant state, the decaying 

response of the structure is observed. The exponential curve that best fits the decaying 

amplitudes is obtained using regression analysis (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Logarithmic decrement method 
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The exponential function of the decaying curve that fits the amplitudes of the damped 

vibration is defined by equation 3. 

 tneQtQ


 0)( , (3) 

where ξ represents the damping coefficient, ωn is the oscillation angular frequency measured in 
rad/sec2 (f=ωn/2π), t is the duration of the observed signal in seconds. From here the modal 
damping coefficient for the measured mode of vibration is easily determined. 

2.3. Frequency Domain Decomposition (FDD) and Enhanced Frequency Domain 
Decomposition (EFDD) method 

The FDD method is a simple and user-friendly technique that allows separation of closely 
spaced modes and identification of the corresponding modal damping coefficients. It is a 
frequency domain non-parametric method that interprets output spectrum matrices estimated 
with the cross power spectral density CPSD method. According to the modal decomposition of 
the transfer function and considering the relationship between the output spectrum and the 
transfer function, the output spectrum can be described in the following matrix expression 
(equation 4): 

 H
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T
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Assuming that the inputs are not correlated (Ruu is a diagonal matrix), and the 
orthogonality of the mode shapes and modal participation factors, the previous equation can be 
written as: 

 H
yy VVCS )()(   , (5) 

where C(w) is a diagonal matrix composed by functions of w, each of them dependent on the 
natural frequency and modal damping coefficient of only one mode of the structure, and V is a 
matrix with columns representing the mode shapes. The same simplification can be done even if 
the inputs are correlated, but the modal inputs are uncorrelated. Moreover, if the structure is 
lightly damped, as it is the case of the majority of civil engineering structures, the simplification 
presented in equation 5 is still approximately true. However, the condition of mode shapes 
orthogonality has to be respected at least between closely spaced modes. 

On the other hand, the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the complete output 
spectrum matrix estimated from the measured signals gives (equation 6): 

 H

jjjjyy USUS )(ˆ   (6) 

where Uj is an orthogonal matrix (UjUj
H=I) containing the singular vectors of )(ˆ

jyyS  and Sj is a 

diagonal matrix holding the corresponding singular values. 
Comparing equation 5 and 6 it can be noted that the singular vectors provided by the SVD 

can be associated with the mode shapes of the tested structure. The SVD provides the singular 

values in ascending order - for each discrete value of w, the first singular value contains an 
ordinate of the spectrum associated with the dominant mode at that frequency. The number of 
non-zero singular values represents the rank of the spectrum matrix at a specific frequency. 

The absolute values of the spectral matrix members, calculated from the acceleration time 
series, are obtained applying the cross power spectral density method. The application of the 
SVD decomposition to the spectrum matrix, evaluated at all discrete frequencies, produces 
singular values for each frequency (Figure 3a). The frequency spectrum of the first singular 
values presents peaks that are associated with the modes of the structure. The real components of 
the first singular vectors, associated with the identified peaks, represent the mode shapes. 
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Once a set of points with similar singular vectors is selected for a particular mode, this 

segment of an auto-spectrum may be converted to a time domain (Figure 3b). An auto-

correlation function with the contribution of a single mode is obtained. As the output correlation 

of a dynamic system excited by white noise is proportional to its impulse response, it is possible 

to estimate the modal damping coefficient. This can simply be performed by fitting an 

exponential function to the relative maxima of the correlation function and extracting the modal 

damping ratios from the parameters of the fitted expression taking into account the classical 

expression for the impulse response of a single degree of freedom (equation 7): 

 )2sin()(
2

tfaety k

tfkk 
  (7) 

where a is a constant. The parameters ξk and fk are the damping coefficient and the 

corresponding natural frequency in Hz. 

a)       b)  

Figure 3. FDD method, estimation of the modal damping ratio 

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVELOPED SOFTWARE FOR SIGNAL PROCESSING 

AND EFDD ANALYSIS 

The aim of developed custom application is to create a tool for signal processing and 

EFDD analysis. The main benefit of this custom-made application is ability to improve the 

methodology and to implement additional parameters for obtaining a more reliable result. The 

algorithm is written in C++ language with full support for parallel processing. The graphical 

visualization of the input and output data is created in windows presentation foundation WPF 

environment. The application contains a full 3D graphical interface which is used for 3D mode 

shape presentation. A part of the graphical user interface of the developed application is 

presented in Figure 4. An input parameters and commands are located in the upper part of the 

window. Two graphical interfaces for presenting the signals and their frequency contents are 

located bellow. There are also some additional graphical interfaces for presenting the calculated 

results. 

The developed software tool contains the following functions:  

 Data acquisition with full support to NI-cDAQ (National Instruments data acquisition 

system); 

 Signal analysis and processing functions: signal decimation, signal detrending, several 

types of digital filters in the form of high-pass, low-pass, band-pass and band-stop zero-

phase and non-zero-phase filter functions with manually predefined order and cut-off 

frequencies; 

 Functions for Fourier transforms (FFT), power spectra (PS), power spectral density 

(PSD) with support of additional functions for averaging; 

 Signal windowing functions (Hamming, Hann and Bartlett); 

 Spectral smoothing using Savitzky-Golay method; 

 Fully automated operational modal analysis in real time applying singular value 

decomposition (SVD) and enhanced frequency domain decomposition (EFDD); 

 Modal damping estimation through half-power and logarithmic decrement method; 

 Graphical interpretation of identified mode shapes. 
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a) main window 

  

  

b) parameters for signal analysing and processing, operational modal analysis 

 

c) 3D animation of mode shapes 

Figure 4. Graphical interface of the developed software 

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The building chosen for measurements and application of the EFDD methods for 

estimation of modal damping coefficients is a nine-story building in Aerodrom Municipality in 

Skopje (Figure 5). The building is a reinforced frame structure with rectangular shape columns, 

RC staircase core, beams and floor slabs.  

 

Figure 5. Tested structure (architectural façade and characteristic floor) 

Forced vibration and ambient vibration tests have been performed. For the forced vibration 

testing, the shakers have been set up on the top floor. The structure was tested with 5 levels of 

masses in the shakers. Before and after each set of forced vibration testing 10-minute intervals of 

ambient vibrations were recorded. From the forced and ambient vibration methods the following 

dynamic parameters were obtained: 

 Frequency response curves for the first two modes; 

 Damping coefficient for each mode; 

 Mode shapes identification. 
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The comparison of dynamic properties, obtained by force vibration tests and the same 

parameters analytically obtained by the developed software, are presented in the following 

section. 

4.1. Identification of the natural frequencies and corresponding mode shapes 

The results from the ambient vibration tests were used to identify the first two natural 

frequencies and mode shapes of the structure using the FDD method. On the other hand, the 

results from the forced vibration tests were used to identify two natural frequencies of the 

structure as well as the mode shapes using the peak-picking method. In Figure 6a the calculated 

singular values are presented. In Figure 6b and c the frequency response curves are also 

presented. The two identified mode shapes obtained from force vibration tests and calculated 

from FDD analysis are shown in Figures 7 and 8. 

a) b) c)  

Figure 6 a) SVD curve; b) and c) Frequency response curves 

obtained from the forced vibration tests 

Table 1: Identified natural frequencies of the structure 

Mode Shape Force Vibration FDD 

I mode, Y-Y 2.00 2.05 

I mode, torsion 2.35 2.37 

 

a)  b)  

Figure 7. First mode of vibration in Y-Y direction (identified natural frequency f=2.05Hz), 

a) analytical FDD method, b) force vibration 

   

Figure 8. First mode of vibration- torsion (identified natural frequency f=2.35Hz) 
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4.2. Computation of modal damping using logarithmic decrement method 

Comparison of the modal damping, identified applying logarithmic decrement method in 

forced vibration records and EFDD method, is given in Figures 9 and 10. The blue and red lines 

in figure 9a and 10a represent free vibration records, while blue and red lines in figure 9b and 

10b represent the corresponding logarithmic decrement functions. The red line in figure 9b and 

10b is IRF envelope obtained by Hilbert's method. The analytically and experimentally obtained 

damping coefficients are in acceptable correlation. Due to vibration decay in forced vibration 

method, a phase difference appears in the higher modes. 

Modal damping coefficient for the first mode in Y-Y direction (f=2.05Hz) is: IRF= 

2.43[%], experimentally=1.68[%] 

a) b)  

Figure 9. Modal damping in first mode of vibration in Y-Y direction applying logarithmic 

decrement method – IRF analytic and experiment 

Modal damping coefficient of the first mode in torsion (f=2.37Hz) is: IRF=0.97[%], 

experimentally=0.89[%] 

a) b)  

Figure 10. Modal damping in first mode of vibration in torsion applying logarithmic decrement 

method – IRF analytic and experiment 

4.3. Computation of modal damping using half power method 

Comparison of the modal damping coefficient in of the two identified structural modes 

using half-power bandwidth method calculated with the two different methodologies, is given on 

Figures 11 and 12. The difference in the damping coefficient between those two methods is due 

to the lack of points in the frequency curve obtained from force vibration tests. The lack of 

points appears because the force vibration testing was conducted at discrete frequencies with 

larger step. 

Modal damping in first mode in Y-Y direction (f=2.05Hz) - IRF - damping=1.96 [%], 

experimentally- damping = 1.75 [%] 
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a)  b)  

Figure 11. Modal damping in I mode of vibration in Y-Y direction applying half-power 

bandwidth method – a) IRF analytic and b) experiment 

Modal damping in first mode in torsion (f=2.37Hz) – IRF - damping=1.06 [%], 

experimentally- damping = 1.02 [%] 

a) b)  

Figure 12. Modal damping in first mode in torsion applying half-power bandwidth method – 

a) IRF analytic and b) experiment 

The experimentally and analytically obtained modal parameters are summarized in table 2. 

The natural frequencies and mode shapes are exactly matching, while a negligible difference 

appears in damping coefficients.  

Table 2: Comparison of estimated modal damping using different methods  

Mode Shape 
Frequenc

y (Hz) 

Damping coefficient (%) 

Logarithmic 

decrement- 

analytically 

(IRF) 

Logarithmic 

decrement- 

experimentally

- forced 

vibration  

Half- power 

Bandwidth 

analytically 

(IRF) 

Half- power 

Bandwidth- 

experimentally- 

forced 

vibration 

I mode, Y-Y 2.05 2.43 1.68 1.96 1.75 

I mode, torsion 2.37 0.97 0.89 1.06 1.02 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper deals with successful development of application for signal processing and 

enhanced frequency domain decomposition analysis EFDD. The benefit of this application is the 

ability to improve the methodology and to implement some additional parameters for obtaining 

more reliable results. The main features of this application are signal processing, obtaining the 

modal parameters by EFDD and calculating the damping coefficient by using the half-power and 

logarithmic decrement method. The validation of the methodology and implemented algorithm 

was performed by comparison to the results obtained from force vibration tests on nine-story RC 

building. The first two natural frequencies and corresponding mode shapes were identified at 

2.05 Hz and 2.37 Hz. Then, the results from calculation of the damping coefficient by applying 

the logarithm decrement and half power methods were presented. The damping coefficient was 

calculated for both modes and a good matching was obtained.  
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From the presented results, it is concluded that modal damping estimation using the three 

different methods fits quite well and that all methods give approximate modal damping values. 

The experimentally and analytically identified natural frequencies and mode shapes are matched. 

It is concluded that the developed application for signal processing and EFDD analysis has 

sufficient accuracy and speed for its application in real time processing. 
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